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Electron-stimulated desorption of D1 from D 2O ice: Surface structure and electronic excitations
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We present a study of the electron-stimulated desorption of deuterium cations~D1) from thin ~1–40 ML!
D2O ice films vapor deposited on a Pt~111! substrate. Measurements of the total yield and velocity distribu-
tions as a function of temperature from 90 to 200 K show that the D1 yield changes with film thickness,
surface temperature, and ice phase. We observe two energy thresholds for cation emission, near 25 and 40 eV,
which are weakly dependent upon the ice temperature and phase. The cation time-of-flight~TOF! distribution
is at least bimodal, indicating multiple desorption channels. A decomposition of the TOF distributions into
‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow’’ channels shows structure as a function of excitation energy, film thickness, and tempera-
ture. The D1 yield generally increases with temperature, rising near 120 K on amorphous ice, and near 135 K
on crystalline ice. The amorphous-crystalline phase transition at;160 K causes a drop in total desorption
yield. The temperature dependence of D2 desorption via the2B1 dissociative electron attachment resonance is
very similar to the slow D1 yield, and likely involves similar restructuring and lifetime effects. The data
collectively suggest that a thermally activated reduction of surface hydrogen bonding increases the lifetime of
the excited states responsible for ion desorption, and that these lifetime effects are strongest for excited states
involving a1 bands@S0163-1829~97!05931-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of water and ice under energetic part
bombardment is a topic of great interest for many disciplin
including astrophysics,1 and radiation biology.2 It is also an
important consideration in the treatment and storage of
dioactive wastes, which are often in wet environments. M
studies of ice radiolysis have focused upon the fragmenta
and desorption caused by the interaction of highly energ
particles (E.1 keV! with the bulk.1,3 High-energy collisions
in a solid, however, also create vast numbers of secon
electrons with energies in the 1–100-eV range.4 The interac-
tion of these low-energy electrons with ice plays a key r
in its radiolytic decomposition, because these seconda
have energies resonant with valence excitations, which
lead to bond breaking and ejection of atoms and molec
from the solid. Though the importance of electronic exci
tions in sputtering and stimulated desorption from ice is w
recognized,1,3,5 the detailed physics of this process is n
fully understood. It is therefore of interest to examine t
stimulated desorption of molecules, ions, and neutral fr
ments from amorphous water ice, which is often used a
model of the liquid state,6 and its crystalline polymorph
Close examination of stimulated desorption from nanosc
ice films can also yield clues about the structure of wa
solid interfaces.7

The bulk and surface properties of water and ice h
been investigated with a wide variety of probes, includi
photoemission,7–13 infrared spectroscopy,6,8,14,15 electron
diffraction,16,17 x-ray diffraction,6,18,19 thermal
desorption,20–25 electron-energy-loss spectroscopy,26 optical
absorption,27 and scanning tunneling microscopy.28 Theoret-
ical efforts include calculations of the electronic, bulk, a
surface structures of ice.15,29–31Many reviews of the genera
properties of water, ice, and ice films are in t
literature.6,7,32 Despite the tremendous amount of work pe
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formed in this field, the nature of the ice surface is still
topic of active investigation.

Electron-stimulated desorption~ESD! and photon-
stimulated desorption~PSD! are well-known techniques7,33

which are very surface sensitive. Previous low-energy~5–
150 eV! ESD and PSD studies of amorphous H2O/D2O ice
surfaces have examined the stimulated production
H 2 /D2,34 D and O,5 H 2/D2,35,36 and H1/D1.37–46 Some
studies of H1 ESD from H2O ice reported a threshold nea
20–25 eV and several desorption pathways, whose rela
importance depended upon the excitation energy.38,39 The
excitations responsible for cation emission have been
signed to two-hole one-electron (2h1e) shake-up and two-
hole (2h) configurations.38–40 It has been postulated tha
these excitations are sensitive to the local environment of
water molecule.40,41,45None of these previous studies, how
ever, examined the temperature and ice phase dependen
the cation emission.

In this paper, we present a detailed investigation of
ESD of deuterium cations~D 1) from thin ~1–40 ML! amor-
phous and crystalline D2O ice films deposited on a Pt~111!
substrate. We have measured the total cation yield and ti
of-flight ~TOF! distributions as a function of incident elec
tron energy, ice temperature, and film thickness. We fi
incident electron energy thresholds for cation emission n
25,40, and possibly 70 eV. The D1 total yield changes sig-
nificantly as the temperature is ramped from 90 to 200
and is different for amorphous and crystalline ice. A distin
drop in the total yield at about 160 K is coincident with th
irreversible amorphous-crystalline phase transition. The1

TOF distributions can be roughly separated into ‘‘fast’’ a
‘‘slow’’ peaks. Decomposition of the velocity distribution
into these components shows that these desorption chan
have breakpoints at the same temperatures, but other
behave differently. The slow cation component has ess
tially the same temperature and ice thickness depende
4925 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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4926 56M. T. SIEGER, W. C. SIMPSON, AND T. M. ORLANDO
as the anion~D2! yield, produced via the2B1 dissociative
electron attachment resonance,36 whereas the fast catio
yield closely follows changes in the work function wit
temperature.8 The data are consistent with a thermally ac
vated reduction in surface hydrogen bonding, and reorie
tion or rearrangement of the surface molecules. Examina
of the relevant dissociative states of the water molecule s
gest that the lifetimes of excited states are affected by th
changes in the surface hydrogen bonding.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed in an ultrahigh-vacu
chamber ~base pressure 2310210 Torr! equipped with a
pulsed low-energy electron gun, a quadrupole mass s
trometer~QMS!, an effusive D2O gas doser, and a time-o
flight ~TOF! spectrometer. The Pt~111! substrate was
mounted in thermal contact with a liquid-nitrogen reservo
and was radiatively heated by a tungsten filament. The s
strate temperature was monitored with a thermocouple
welded to the substrate. A computer-controlled feedback
tem drove the temperature ramp, which was 8 K/min for b
temperature-programmed desorption~TPD! and D1 flux vs
temperature measurements. The samples were prepare
depositing thin~1–40 ML! films of D2O ice at a rate of 4–8
ML/min, with the film thickness of the amorphous sampl
calibrated by comparing TPD spectra with previously pu
lished results.23,24 ~See note added in proof.! Coverages are
reported in monolayers of ice, where 1 ML is defined as
number of water molecules in a complete bilayer of the~111!
face of cubic ice (;1015 molecules/cm2). The electron beam
has a typical current density of 1014 electrons/cm2/s ~con-
tinuous beam!, and a beam spot size of;1.5 mm2. The
electron beam was pulsed at 200 Hz, with a pulse width
700 ns, giving an effective electron dose of about 110

electrons/cm2/s, or 1025 electron/surface D2O molecule/s.
The incident electron energy~Ei! could be varied continu-
ously from 5 to 100 eV, with an energy spread of;0.3 eV.
Both the electron beam incident angle and TOF entrance
were 45° with respect to the surface normal. Since the ca
desorption angle relative to the surface normal can cha
with temperature,47 a 75-V extraction pulse was applied
the TOF grid following the incident electron pulse. An in
vestigation of the collection efficiency versus extraction vo
age indicated that an extraction field greater than 50 V w
sufficient to collect all desorbing cations. Due to the use
this extraction field, our TOF signal does not represent a
velocity distribution, but instead measures the time of
rival. The TOF has unit mass resolution, and the prim
cation observed was D1, with a small H1 signal due to H2O
and HDO. The H1 TOF peak was well separated from th
D1 peak, and does not contribute to any of the reported d
The total ion yield was measured by integrating the a
under the D1 TOF signal.

In the course of these experiments, it was noted that
width of the D1 TOF distribution increased with inciden
electron flux. Above an electron pulse frequency of 200 H
corresponding to electron fluxes of.1010 electrons/
cm2/s, the D1 TOF peak began to broaden noticeab
which we attributed to surface charging. To minimize su
charging effects, our data were acquired at 200 Hz. T
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incident electron flux is, to our knowledge, more than 1
times lower than those used in previous studies.

Of the many known polymorphs of ice, only four play a
important role in the temperature and pressure environm
of our experiments: two forms of amorphous ice and t
crystalline phases. It is possible to prepare each of th
polymorphs by controlling the deposition temperature a
annealing history. D2O condensation at temperatures belo
100 K forms microporous amorphous ice,20–22,31,48which is
characterized by a high surface area and low density. Sin
ing microporous ice between 100 and 120 K or depositing
temperatures between 110 and 130 K generates normal~non-
porous! amorphous ice. Films grown above 140 K form e
ther hexagonal crystalline iceIh(0001) or cubic crystalline
ice Ic(001),16,17 which we will refer to as simply crystalline
ice. The difference between iceIh and Ic lies in the bilayer
stacking sequence, and our surface-sensitive ESD mea
ments cannot distinguish between the two. Amorphous
annealed at 162 K undergoes a phase transition to polyc
talline ice.24,25 In vacuum, D2O ice evaporates rapidly abov
165 K, as shown by temperature-programm
desorption.20,22–25Our investigations focused on the nonp
rous amorphous and crystalline polymorphs. Amorpho
samples were prepared by depositing D2O vapor on the
Pt~111! substrate at 110 K, and crystalline samples were p
pared by condensation at 155 K. Following deposition,
samples were annealed at their respective growth temp
tures until the background D2O pressure fell below 1029 torr
~2–3 min!, and were then cooled to 90 K for measureme
The desorption rate of crystalline ice is not negligible at 1
K, and, as a consequence, the crystalline films examined
may be somewhat thinner than 40 ML.

III. RESULTS

In Sec. III A, we present the threshold and electron ene
dependence of the D1 ESD total yield and time-of-flight
data. In Secs. III B and III C, we present the temperature
thickness dependence of the total yield and velocity-resol
TOF data, respectively. In Sec. III D, we compare the yie
of D 2 ~produced via the2B1 dissociative electron attach
ment resonance! and work-function data with the velocity
resolved D1 yields.

A. Thresholds and electron energy dependence

1. Total yield

Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show the total D1 ESD yields as a
function ofEi from thick ~40 ML! amorphous and crystalline
D 2O ice films, respectively, at two representative tempe
tures. The spectra are offset for clarity. Two major thresho
are evident, denotedA (;22–24 eV! andB (;40 eV!. Our
results are in agreement with earlier measurements,38–44

which observed an onset at 20–21 eV and a rapid rise
24–25 eV for proton ESD and PSD from amorphous H2O
ice. ThresholdA has been assigned to deep valence exc
tion followed by shake-up to two-hole–one-electron (2h1e)
dissociative excited states.38–40 ThresholdB has been ob-
served in PSD measurements,43 and was tentatively assigne
to valence excitation plus shakeoff to form two-hole (2h)
states which dissociate via a Coulomb explosion.40,43,49
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56 4927ELECTRON-STIMULATED DESORPTION OF D1 FROM . . .
The insets show the onset of emission at low and h
temperatures. The onset for desorption from crystalline
appears to shift by almost12 eV between 110 and 155 K
while the amorphous ice shows a smaller shift. This shift
threshold energy cannot be accounted for by the tempera
dependence of the work function.8 Instead, it appears that a
excitation channel is being suppressed for high-tempera
crystalline ice. Above threshold, the yield increases rapi
with increasing excitation energy until about 70 eV, whe
the slope decreases. PSD measurements have also no
decrease in yield at higher excitation energies.43 Rough esti-
mates of the incident electron flux and the total D1 flux at
the detector give a quantum yield of 1022–1023

D 1/electron atEi5100 eV atT5155 K for crystalline ice,
and about half that atT5110 K. The quantum yield is simi
lar for amorphous ice. At excitation energies above 40
the yield is strongly temperature dependent, and gener
increases with temperature for both amorphous and cry
line ice. Below 40 eV, the yield changes only weakly wi
temperature~except for the threshold shift mentioned abov!.

FIG. 1. Total D1 ESD yield vs incident electron energy (Ei) at
representative temperatures from 40 ML films of~a! amorphous ice,
and~b! crystalline ice. The curves are offset for clarity. Primary a
secondary thresholds are labeledA and B. Insets show near-
threshold behavior as a function of temperature.
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Overall, there appear to be only superficial differences in
energy dependence of the deuteron yields between am
phous and crystalline ice, though the temperature dep
dence is different as discussed in Sec. III B.

2. TOF distributions

D 1 TOF distributions in the near-threshold region a
shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! for low and high temperature
from amorphous and crystalline ice. There do not appea
be any strong differences between the two phases, but
TOF line shapes do change considerably with temperat
At T5110 K, only one peak is evident in the TOF spectru
At T5150/155 K, however, the distribution is bimodal, wit
a shoulder at longer times. The TOF line shape for our
perimental geometry is not well characterized, and there
pear to be several unresolved components in the distribut
so fitting the data to extract individual peak intensities
impractical. The detection geometry and the use of a str
extraction field also precludes transforming the data into
solute energy units. Previous studies38,39 observed a bimoda

FIG. 2. D1 time-of-flight distributions from~a! amorphous ice,
and ~b! crystalline ice, at selected incident electron energies (Ei)
and substrate temperatures. The peak height sampling timest fast ( f )
and tslow (s) are indicated by vertical lines. The data have be
smoothed for display.
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4928 56M. T. SIEGER, W. C. SIMPSON, AND T. M. ORLANDO
kinetic-energy distribution for H1 ESD from ice, and re-
ported kinetic energies of 3–4 and 6–10 eV for the ‘‘slow
and ‘‘fast’’ ion channels, respectively. We cannot veri
these energies, but we can gain an estimate of how the
and slow D1 intensities change with excitation energy a
temperature by recording the TOF peak height at two tim
t fast and tslow, indicated by short vertical lines labeledf and
s in Fig. 2. We choset fast to coincide with the maximum o
the distribution at low temperature~i.e., when the slow com-
ponent is at a minimum!, andtslow to be on the slow shoulde
at t fast10.18 ms. While small changes int fast and tslow do
affect the relative peak heights, the general features of
energy and temperature dependence do not change si
cantly. It was found thatt fast is independent of energy fo
Ei,;70 eV. Electron energies higher than 70 eV produ
slightly faster ions.

Shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! are the fast and slow pea
heights as a function ofEi for amorphous and crystalline ice
respectively. As with the total yields, the decomposition in
fast and slow channels appears to be grossly similar for
two ice phases. The threshold energies for the fast and s

FIG. 3. Fast and slow D1 time-of-flight peak heights as a func
tion of incident electron energy (Ei) at low ~dashed line! and high
~solid line! substrate temperatures on~a! amorphous ice, and~b!
crystalline ice.
st
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channels are the same, to within the accuracy of our m
surements (61 eV!. The emission of slow D1 is the most
sensitive to temperature, but does not change much withEi .
The fast D1 signal decreases upon heating forEi,70 eV,
but increases for higher energies. Since the fast peak in
TOF distribution also shifts to shorter times forEi.70 eV, it
is possible that another desorption channel is active abov
eV which produces extra fast deuterons. This channel is t
perature dependent.

B. Temperature dependence

1. Total yield

Figure 4~a! is a plot of the total D1 yield vs temperature
from amorphous ice at selected excitation energies, an
corresponding D2O TPD spectrum. The D2O desorption rate
is negligible below 150 K, and the film begins to desorb
about 155 K.24 Amorphous ice has a higher vapor pressu
than crystalline ice, and the dip in the TPD spectrum at 1
K is due to the amorphous-crystalline (a2c) phase transi-

FIG. 4. Total D1 ESD yield as a function of substrate temper
ture for selected incident electron energies, and a typical TPD s
trum showing film desorption rate for~a! amorphous ice, and~b!
crystalline ice. Temperatures of interest are indicated by vert
dashed lines and labels. The temperature ramp was 8 K/min.
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56 4929ELECTRON-STIMULATED DESORPTION OF D1 FROM . . .
tion, which has been well characterized in previo
studies.24,25The desorption rate increases rapidly near 170
and the film has almost completely evaporated by 180 K.
the total D1 yield measurements, the temperature w
cycled from 9021402902200 K at a constant rate of
K/min. This cycle was used to determine the reversibility
the temperature dependence between 90 and 140 K.
D 1 yield as a function of temperature shows several f
tures. The vertical dashed lines mark temperatures of in
est, labeledTA1 ~120–125 K!, TA2 ~140–145 K!, and TA3
~160–165 K!. The D1 yield is roughly linear with tempera
ture between 90 K andTA1, and shows an increase betwe
TA1 and TA2 which is dependent uponEi . The increase in
yield is roughly exponential, suggesting an activated proc
We have chosenTA1 to coincide with a noticeable change
yield, and it should be noted that when we refer to the ‘‘tra
sition atTA1,’’ we are referring to this activated process. T
increase in yield betweenTA1 and TA2 is greater at higher
excitation energies, and is reversible: the 902140290-K
heating cycle has no effect on the observed temperature
pendence in this range. The D1 yield levels off betweenTA2
andTA3 for Ei530 and 50 eV. The behavior nearTA2 is not
completely reversible: annealing the sample aboveTA2 ap-
parently causes thea2c transition to occur at temperature
below 160 K. Thea2c transition is marked by a steep dro
in yield atTA3, and is completely irreversible. The yield the
increases sharply near 170 K as the film desorbs.
D 1 signal from water vapor above the surface is too smal
be detected, so the increase in yield is presumably assoc
with the structure of the ice surface as it sublimes. The tr
sition temperatures quoted here depend upon the hea
rate,20,24 so care should be exercised when comparing
results to other studies.~See note added in proof.! It is clear,
however, that the amorphous ice undergoes transition
TA12TA2 and TA3 which change the cross section for de
teron desorption.

Figure 4~b! shows the temperature dependence of
D 1 yield from crystalline ice and a D2O TPD spectrum. The
magnitude of the yield is comparable to the yield from am
phous ice. However, the temperature dependence is very
ferent, with only one breakpoint in the slope near 135
(TC1), which is most apparent at 50-eV excitation. Cryst
line ice does not exhibit thea2c phase transition, so th
shoulder in the TPD spectrum and associated drop in
D 1 yield do not occur. The deuteron yield atEi530 eV
decreases with increasing temperature, which may be rel
to the threshold shift to higherEi upon heating@see Fig. 1~b!
inset#. At Ei550 eV, the yield rises up toTC1, then levels
off, and does not change much until the film evaporates
100 eV, however, the yield grows larger afterTC1. This TC1
transition, likeTA1 in the amorphous ice, is reversible: hea
ing in the 902140290-K temperature cycle shows n
change in the yield.

2. TOF distributions

Changes in the total yield as a function of temperatu
electron energy, and crystalline phase reflect changes in
dominant desorption channels. It is therefore important
examine the fast and slow ion components of the TOF
tribution as a function of temperature and ice phase. In F
5, the D1 TOF distributions forEi550 eV are plotted as a
s
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function of temperature for amorphous and crystalline i
The distributions forEi530 and 100 eV are similar to thos
for 50 eV. Both amorphous and crystalline ice show t
emergence of a slow component at higher temperatures.
can extract the peak height att fast andtslow in the same man-
ner as for the threshold data, and examine in detail how
two components behave as a function of temperature.

Figure 6~a! shows the temperature dependence of the
and slow D1 peak heights atEi530, 50, and 100 eV for
amorphous ice. The data have been arbitrarily scaled for
play. The similarity between the different excitation energ
is striking, given the apparent dissimilarity of the total yiel
in Fig. 4. Both the fast and slow channels have breakpoint
about the same temperatures, and decrease at thea2c phase
transition. The temperature dependence of the slow cha
is independent ofEi , and increases betweenTA1 and TA2.
The fast emission channel has the opposite behavior w
temperature; it decreases betweenTA1 and TA2, except for
Ei5100 eV, where itincreases. These data further suppo
the idea than an extra desorption channel is active abov
eV. The difference between the fast deuteron yields at 50
100 eV may be due to this extra channel. This extra deso
tion channel has the same temperature dependence a
slow product, suggesting that it is related to the slow D1

channel.
The apparent dissimilarities in the temperature dep

dence of the total D1 yield from amorphous ice at differen
Ei can then be explained in terms of the relative cross sec
for the fast and slow desorption channels. The total yield
Ei530 eV is nearly independent of temperature; this is

FIG. 5. D1 time-of-flight distributions from amorphous an
crystalline ice forEi550 eV at selected substrate temperatur
Note the appearance of slow deuteron emission at tempera
.120 K. The peak height sampling timest fast ( f ) and tslow (s) are
indicated by vertical lines.
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FIG. 6. Fast~filled symbols!
and slow ~empty symbols! D1

time-of-flight peak heights at se
lected incident electron energies
as a function of temperature from
~a! amorphous and~b! crystalline
ice. Temperatures of interest ar
indicated by vertical dashed lines
The data have been arbitraril
scaled for display.
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cause the increasing slow D1 yield is the same magnitude a
the decreasing fast D1 yield, and the two contributions ef
fectively cancel out. At 50 eV, the decrease in the fast ch
nel does not entirely cancel out the increase in the slow ch
nel, and when added together give a modest increase in
yield aboveTA1. At 100 eV, the increase in fastand slow
D 1 intensities collectively give a large increase in to
yield.

Figure 6~b! shows the fast and slow D1 peak heights for
crystalline ice as a function of temperature. The overall te
perature dependence is simpler than from amorphous
with the only strong change occurring nearTC1. The slow
deuteron emission increases nearTC1 for Ei550 and 100
eV, but remains relatively constant forEi530 eV. The fast
D 1 yield at 50 and 100 eV appears to be similar to t
amorphous case. The 30-eV fast D1 yield, however, de-
creases rapidly with temperature. The observed thres
shift with temperature@see Fig. 1~b!# could be a cause for th
flat slow D1 yield and the large drop in the fast D1 yield at
30 eV. A decrease in the total desorption cross section w
increasing temperature~due to the threshold shift! would
counteract the increase in the slow D1 intensity, and aug-
ment the decrease in the fast D1 intensity atEi530 eV.

The fact that all desorption channels appear to h
breakpoints at the same temperatures suggest that chang
the surface environment are occurring. Though th
changes in the surface environment occur at different t
peratures for amorphous and crystalline ice, they appea
have similar effects on the desorption. In general, the
and slow deuteron channels have nearly the opposite
perature dependence, which suggests a population effect
the fast emitters begin to be converted into slow emitter
TA1 andTC1. The surface environment which produces slo
deuterons also can produce fast deuterons aboveEi570 eV.
The common drop in intensity for the fastand slow D1 at
the a2c phase transition suggests that all channels on
polycrystalline surface
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may have a smaller total excitation cross section, sho
excited-state lifetime, or perhaps a smaller number of ac
sites than the amorphous and single crystalline phases.

C. Thickness dependence

1. Total yield

The data presented in Figs. 1–6 were obtained on th
(;40 ML! ice layers. However, the total deuteron yield d
pends upon the thickness of the ice film, as shown in F
7~a! and 7~b!. The data in these figures were obtained dur
deposition. The yield from amorphous ice@Fig. 7~a!# rises
very rapidly up to about 2-ML coverage, rises more slow
to a maximum, and then decreases to a saturation v
around 25 ML. The thickness dependence is very differ
for crystalline ice@Fig. 7~b!#. The yield rises rapidly to 2
ML, the same as amorphous ice, but then decreases
minimum at about 8 ML, and gradually rises to a nea
saturation value by 40 ML. A similar behavior of th
H 1-ion yield as a function of thickness was observed
H 2O/Ti~001! by Stockbaueret al.44 The differences between
the amorphous and crystalline thickness dependence ma
due to different growth modes. It is surprising that such th
films are required to reach an equilibrium surface. It
known that amorphous ice forms clusters at low coverage
Pt~111!.8,28 These clusters coalesce at higher coverages,
our observations may be due to the change in cluster den
as coverage increases. The surface roughness can also
an important impact on the D1 yield, which is discussed in
another publication.50

2. TOF distributions

The TOF distributions are also thickness dependent
shown in Fig. 8 forEi550 eV. At 110 K, the slow shoulde
is pronounced for the thin amorphous film, but decrea
with film thickness and is not present for the thick film. Th
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56 4931ELECTRON-STIMULATED DESORPTION OF D1 FROM . . .
crystalline ice shows slow D1 emission for all coverages
which is expected due to the elevated growth temperature
Fig. 9 we plot the fast and slow peak heights versus thi
ness for both ice polymorphs. It is clear that the peak in to
yield at low coverage from amorphous ice is due to the pr
ence of the slow component. This serves to explain the
ference between the deposition curves at 30, 50, and 100
since the fast/slow ratio is dependent uponEi . The mini-
mum at;8 ML on crystalline ice is visible only in the fas
component; the slow component rises to a saturation va
and remains constant for thicknesses greater than 2 ML.
difficult to interpret the data from the crystalline ice, as t
sample is warm during deposition and the observed s
component may be present simply because of the sur
temperature. It is clear, however, that the fast and slow
sociation cross sections are affected differently by the th
ness of the ice layer.

The different behavior of the fast and slow component
unlikely to result from a hot-electron transfer process fro
the substrate or a backscattering contribution,51 which would

FIG. 7. D1 ESD yield at selected excitation energiesEi from
~a! amorphous and~b! crystalline ice as a function of ice film thick
ness in ML. The data were acquired during film deposition, and
scaled for display.
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FIG. 8. D1 time-of-flight distributions atEi550 eV as a func-
tion of ice thickness for deposition temperatures at 110~amorphous
ice! and 155 K~crystalline ice!.

FIG. 9. Fast~filled circles! and slow~empty circles! D1 time-
of-flight peak heights as a function of film thickness atEi550 eV.
Top: amorphous ice; bottom: crystalline ice.
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be expected to affect both decay channels equally. It se
more likely that the thickness dependence is due eithe
stabilization of a predissociative excited state via interact
with its image charge or to changes in the surface struc
with coverage. The different behavior of amorphous a
crystalline films disfavors an interaction involving stabiliz
tion of a predissociative excited state via image charge in
action. However, a change in the structural environmen
surface water molecules can be expected to impact the
sociative excited states affecting the fast and slow deute
differently. Therefore, we suggest that thickness-depend
changes in the surface structure or morphology of the
film causes the observed variation of D1 emission with film
thickness.

D. Comparison with negative ion yield
and work-function measurements

We have extended our observations to D2 ESD, whose
details will be reported in separate publications.36 These in-
vestigations reveal that the thickness and temperature de
dence of the D2 total yield is very similar to the slow D1

yield. In Figs. 10 and 11, the slow D1 channel peak heigh
and the D2 total yield are plotted as a function of temper
ture and film thickness, respectively. The curves are surp
ingly similar, considering that very different physical pr
cesses are responsible for the desorption. However, the
yields are clearly related, and are being affected similarly
the temperature and thickness dependent changes in the

Figure 12 compares the D1 fast peak height versus tem

FIG. 10. Comparison of the D2 ESD total yield and the D1

slow component yield at selectedEi from amorphous~top! and
crystalline~bottom! ice as a function of substrate temperature. T
data have been normalized for display.
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perature with the work function data of Ref. 8. The wor
function measurements were taken on H2O multilayers de-
posited on Pt~111!, so a shift of15 K was added to the
temperature axis to correct for isotope effects25 for compari-
son with our D2O/Pt~111! results. The similarity here is als
striking. The orientation of water molecules in the surfa

FIG. 11. Comparison of the D2 ESD total yield and the D1

slow component yield as a function of film thickness for amorpho
~top! and crystalline~bottom! ice. The data have been normalize
for display.

FIG. 12. Comparison of the ice work function@relative to the
Pt~111! substrate, left axis# and the D1 fast component peak heigh
at Ei550 eV ~right axis! vs temperature. The work-function dat
are taken from Ref. 8.
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dipole layer collectively contributes to the work function. A
the surface dipole orientations change, some fraction of
fast deuteron emitters convert to slow deuteron emitters. T
similarity between the fast D1 desorption data and the work
function data suggests that the observed transitions in
yield with temperature and thickness are linked to transiti
in the orientation of surface molecules, and therefore
changes in the surface structure.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Electronic structure of water and ice

Before we discuss the nature of the dissociative exc
states responsible for D1 desorption, it is instructive to re
view the electronic structure of water and ice. The grou
state electronic configuration of the isolated water molec
can be written 1a1

22a1
21b2

23a1
21b1

2.52 A schematic rendering
of the gas-phase valence energy levels and density of s
is given in the left side of Fig. 13. The solid~dashed! curve
models the occupied~unoccupied! density of states, esti
mated from calculations and photoemission data.7–13,29 The
1a1 orbital is almost entirely of O 1s character~binding
energy;500 eV!, and does not play a role in electron

FIG. 13. Schematic diagrams of the electronic structure of
free water molecule~left! and solid water ice~right!. Solid lines
represent the occupied density of states, and dashed lines repr
the density of unoccupied states. The energy scale is referenc
the vacuum level.
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excitations in our energy range. The tetrahedral real-sp
orbitals can be represented as a linear combination of
valence molecular orbitals: the 1b2 and 2a1 orbitals are the
primary constituents of the O-H bonds, while the 1b1 and
3a1 make up the oxygen lone-pair orbitals.7,52 The four low-
est unoccupied molecular orbitals are the 4a1, 2b2, 2b1, and
5a1. The 4a1 and 5a1 orbitals are strongly antibonding—
occupation of these states leads to breaking of the O
bond.40 The 4a1 orbital mixes with the 3s Rydberg state in
the gas phase, and is sometimes referred to as the 3s4a1.

There are only small differences in the electronic struct
of the free water molecule and condensed ice, with so
broadening and minor shifting of the energy levels~Fig. 13,
right!.7–13,40The molecular orbitals retain much of their ga
phase character, so the peaks in the ice valence-band de
of states are usually labeled by the same spectroscopic n
tion as free water. The conduction band of ice is very n
row, with the band minimum less than 1 eV below th
vacuum level.26,27,29The Fermi level is estimated to be;5
eV above the 1b1 band maximum.8 The unoccupied 4a1
orbital is in the band gap and has a localized~excitonic!
character. In the solid state, the unoccupied molecular or
als are better described as Frenkel excitons, in which
Coulomb attraction localizes the electron-hole pair on
water molecule. The optical-absorption spectra of ice sho
a pronounced peak at;8.3 eV, corresponding to a
1b1→4a1 transition, well below the photoelectri
threshold.11,12,27 The 4a1 state is spatially extended, an
should be sensitive to the local bonding environment of
water molecule. Thea1 orbitals are the most perturbed b
hydrogen bonding, broadening considerably in the so
state.7,40 Calculations of ice band structure indicate that t
a1 bands also have the most dispersion, while the 1b1 and
1b2 bands are virtually dispersionless.29 One would then ex-
pect that electronic excitations involving thea1 bands would
be the most sensitive to changes in the hydrogen bond
environment. Specifically, a reduction of the bandwid
should occur if the hydrogen bonding is weakened, and
lifetimes of electrons and holes in these bands should
crease as a consequence.

B. Dissociative excitations of water and ice

There are many excited states of the water molec
which can lead to D1 emission.38,40 Ramaker discussed th
dissociative excitations of water in the solid and gas phas
length.40 Table I lists the relevant electronic excitations, the
threshold energies, and the ion kinetic energies for D1 and
D 2 ESD. The threshold energies for the excitations listed
Table I should be taken as approximate values, since sur

e

ent
to
TABLE I. Excitations of water leading to ion emission.

Ref. Excitation energy~eV! Valence configuration Product Kinetic energy~eV!

40 21–25 3a1
211b1

214a1
1 D1 0–4

40 26–31 1b1
224a1

1 D1 4–7
40 31–36 3a1

224a1
1 D1 1–4

;70 2a1
22 D1 .7

35,36 ;7 1b1
214a1

2 D2 ,1
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water molecules may have excited state energies which
shifted from gas phase or bulk values. The primary D1 de-
sorption channels in ice have been assigned to
3a1

211b1
214a1

1 excited state, which dissociates to 0–4 e
~‘‘slow’’ ! protons, and the 1b1

224a1
1 excited state, which

produces 4–7-eV~‘‘fast’’ ! protons.40 These are 2h1e states,
with two holes in the valence band and one electron in
4a1, and their threshold energies are in good agreement
our observed onset for D1 emission~thresholdA in Fig. 1!.
Hydrogen bonding apparently reduces the lifetime of
3a1

224a1
1 state to the extent that it does not normally co

tribute to the desorption process. A H2O21 two-hole (2h)
state has been reported in gas phase experiments w
threshold of;39 eV, which is near thresholdB in Fig. 1.49

This state dissociates via Coulomb explosion and is expe
to produce protons with kinetic energy.4 eV ~‘‘fast’’ !.
Since we do not observe any large increase in the fast1

intensity as the excitation energy crosses thresholdB, the
H 2O21-excited states are probably short lived in the so
and recapture an electron to form 2hle states. The emission
of very fast deuterons forEi.70 eV, we tentatively assign to
the 2a1

22 two-hole state, which has a threshold of 60–70 e
While there are many excited states of the water molec

which can lead to positive ion emission, the first negative
resonance (2B1) that produces D has the 1b1

214a1
2 one-

hole–two-electron (1h2e) configuration, with an excitation
energy of about 7 eV.35,36The D1 and D2 ESD products in
our experiments do not result from a common neutral pa
state, since the excitation energies are different@7 eV for the
D 2 (2B1) resonance, versus a threshold of.20 eV for
D 1 emission#.

Thus, summarizing the relevant electronic excitations,
contend that the slow D1 results from the 3a1

211b1
214a1

1

and/or 3a1
224a1

1 configuration, the fast D1 is produced by
the 1b1

224a1
1 state, and the negative ions are due to

1b1
214a1

2 resonance. All of these excitations involve an ele
tron in the 4a1 band so the excited states are somew
similar.

C. Factors influencing ESD yields

The ‘‘slow’’ 3 a1
211b1

214a1
1 and 3a1

224a1
1 channels are

relatively inoperative belowTA1(TC1) on the thick amor-
phous~crystalline! ice surface. Instead, the D1 desorption at
low temperature is dominated by the ‘‘fast’’ 1b1

224a1
1 chan-

nel. As the temperature increases, the 3a1
211b1

214a1
1 and

3a1
224a1

1 begin to contribute more to the yield, at the e
pense of the 1b1

224a1
1. The fact that the increase in the slo

channel is accompanied by a decrease in the fast cha
suggests a population effect; excitations which would n
mally decay into fast deuterons are instead producing s
deuterons at higher temperature. Physical processes w
could produce such an effect include~1! collisions of the
outgoing D1 which reduce its kinetic energy or create se
ondary ions, or ion survival effects;~2! an ‘‘initial-state’’
cross-section change, in which the probability of exciting
3a1

211b1
214a1

1 or 3a1
224a1

1 configurations upon electron im
pact increases, while the probability of exciting the 1b1

224a1
1

decreases; and~3! a curve crossing from
re
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3a1
211b1

214a1
1 to 1b1

224a1
1 which ‘‘turns off’’ at higher tem-

peratures, due to a temperature-dependent change in
excited-state lifetimes.

1. Ion survival effects

An inelastic scattering process which converts fast D1

into slow D1 at high temperature is improbable, as it do
not explain the similarity between the D1 and D2 tempera-
ture dependencies, or the thickness-dependent data. H
ever, a change in the ion take-off angle could affect the
cape probability, and therefore the total yield. Akbulut, M
and Madey reported that the H1 ion angular distribution
from H2O ice narrows considerably as the surface
heated,47 which can be attributed to reorientation of surfa
water molecules to point dangling H atoms into the vacuu
It is difficult, however, to explain the details of the thickne
and temperature dependence of the velocity-resolved1

channels, and the correlation between the slow D1 and
D 2 yields, with only a reorientation mechanism. Surface
orientation and the resulting modification to the escape pr
ability probably do contribute to the total yield, but oth
mechanisms must be invoked to explain the very differ
behavior of the velocity-resolved D1 yields.

2. Excitation cross-section effects

It is possible that changes in the orientation and bond
of surface water molecules could be reflected in the to
excitation cross section or the branching ratio between
possible excited states. Certainly the cross section
electron-impact excitation of water molecules depends u
the angle of incidence, as the water molecule is not sph
cally symmetric. However, such a mechanism also fails
explain the similarity between the slow D1 and D2 data;
there is no reasona priori to expect that the geometric con
figurations which increase the probability of exciting th
slow D1 states should also increase the cross section for
negative ion resonance.

3. Changes in excited-state lifetimes

We therefore favor the third process: a curve cross
from the 3a1

211b1
214a1

1 state to the 1b1
224a1

1 which is re-
duced at higher temperatures. The potential-energy surf
for the dissociating water molecule are very complex, a
little has been reported on the effect of the solid-state en
ronment on excited-state curve crossings. There are, h
ever, gas-phase calculations which indicate that
3a1

211b1
214a1

1→1b1
224a1

1 curve crossing exists,40 suggest-
ing that such a process can indeed occur on the surfac
ice. One possible explanation for the temperature dep
dence of the curve crossing involves the lifetime of the h
in the 3a1 level. The excited-state curve crossing represe
the transfer of a hole from the 3a1 level to the 1b1; an
increase in the 3a1 hole lifetime would reduce the curve
crossing rate, increase the slow D1 yield, and decrease th
fast D1 yield, as we observe. Since the ESD yield depen
exponentially on the excited-state lifetime,33 it does not take
a large change to affect the yield. A good candidate exp
nation for the fast/slow temperature dependence, then,
volves the lifetime of holes in the 3a1 level. In addition, the
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yield from the 2a1
22 channel aboveEi570 eV increases a

high temperature, in a manner similar to the slow D1 chan-
nel. This can be explained if the forces acting to increase
3a1 hole lifetime are also affecting the 2a1 hole lifetime.
The close similarity between the negative ion yield and
slow positive ion yield leads us to believe that 4a1level is
also being perturbed at higher temperatures. An increas
lifetime of the electrons in the 4a1 level increases the disso
ciation probability, and the resulting D2 yield, which would
explain our observations.

D. H-bond breakage and excited-state lifetimes

The data are consistent with a temperature dependen
the electron and hole lifetimes in the valencea1 bands. Since
the a1 bands are sensitive to hydrogen bonding, it see
reasonable that the surface H-bond network is being m
fied as the ice is heated. A reduction in H bonding is e
pected to narrow~and possibly shift! the a1 bands, with a
corresponding increase in the lifetime of electrons and ho
in these bands. We therefore attribute the observed temp
ture dependence of the D1 yield as arising from a reduction
in the coordination of surface water molecules beginning
TA1 on amorphous ice andTC1 on crystalline ice. The re-
duced hydrogen bonding narrows thea1 bands, and increase
the lifetimes of the 3a1

211b1
214a1

1, 3a1
224a1

1, 2a1
22, and

1b1
214a1

2 states. These electronic configurations give rise
slow D1, slow D1, fast D1 ~for Ei.70 eV! and D2, re-
spectively. The negative ions and slow deuterons from
low-coverage surface can arise from low-coordination wa
molecules, which are expected to be populous at low co
age. Surface molecule orientation changes associated
the bond breaking should also result in a change in the w
function, which would explain the apparent similarity b
tween the fast ion yield and work function. Temperatu
induced hydrogen bond breakage and surface geom
changes, followed by narrowing of thea1 bands, explain all
of the salient features of our data, but further study is s
needed to confirm or repudiate some assumptions, suc
the 3a1

211b1
214a1

1→1b1
224a1

1 curve crossing. This explana
tion, however, is not without precedent: a similar mechan
involving molecular coordination-dependent broadening
the 4a1 orbital has been invoked to explain features in t
PSD of H1 from ice at photon energies above the O 1s core
level.41

The process by which H bonds begin to break may
unique to the surface, or may be related to transitions in
bulk ice. A change in the heat capacity and excess entr
has been observed near 125 K for amorphous ice, and
140 K for crystalline ice, which has been assigned to a c
figurational change in the bulk.6,53,54 The physical origin of
this ‘‘glass transition’’ is still a topic of debate. In a rece
paper, Dosch, Lied, and Pilgram invoked activated migrat
of L defects in the near-surface layer to explain their x-
scattering measurements of the disruption of surface H bo
and surface premelting on hexagonal ice at atmosph
pressure.19 An L defect can be thought of as a H-bond v
cancy. Migration of theseL defects to the surface can resu
in the rupturing of surface H bonds, and can produce
coordination-dependent excited-state lifetime effects we
serve. The activated migration of pre-existingL defects at
e
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120 K has also been implicated in depolarization thermoc
rent measurements in ice.55 Our bond-breaking model is con
sistent with these earlier observations, and the activated
gration ofL defects provides a mechanism for the reduct
in surface coordination. Since the cross section for deso
tion is rather large, a surface defect density of;1012

cm22 or a bulk defect density of;1018 cm23 is required to
explain our yields. Measurements of the Bjerrum defect c
centration in vapor-deposited ice have not been reported
our knowledge, but Dosch, Lied, and Pilgram reported def
densities of;1019 cm23 in the near surface region of bul
ice samples.19 The proposed H-bond breaking which leads
changes in the excited-state lifetimes is, therefore, consis
with a surface manifestation of bulk ice transitions.

V. CONCLUSION

The electron-stimulated desorption of deuterium io
from D2O ice has been found to be very sensitive to t
surface hydrogen-bonding environment and film morph
ogy. Our analysis of the data suggests that water molec
at the ice surface undergo a reduction in hydrogen bond
near 120 K~135 K! on amorphous~crystalline! ice, well
below the temperature at which the film desorption rate
comes appreciable. This reduction in coordination num
may be related to thermally-activated migration of Bjerru
L defects to the surface. By 140 K the amorphous surf
has reached a stable configuration in which the H-bond
ordination number does not change, and near 162 K the
crystallizes. Our observations of the total yield, time-of-flig
distributions, and the thickness dependence of the D1 de-
sorption can be explained by a narrowing of thea1 valence
bands caused by a reduction in hydrogen bonding, wh
increases the lifetime of electrons and holes in these ba
The similarities between the temperature and thickness
pendence of the D1 yield, D2 yield, and work function give
further evidence of temperature-dependent changes in
surface structure. We contend that the slow D1 results from
the 3a1

211b1
214a1

1 and 3a1
224a1

1 configurations, the fas
D 1 is produced by the 1b1

224a1
1 state, and the negative ion

are due to the 1b1
214a1

2 resonance. We have also seen e
dence of a threshold at;70 eV producing fast ions, which
we have assigned to the 2a1

22 state. These results imply tha
the local environment of a water molecule is important for
dissociation cross section, and such structure-dependen
fects may be important for ice and water radiolysis in ast
physics, biophysics, and atmospheric chemistry.

Note added in proof.A recalibration revealed that th
temperatures quoted should be modified byTnew
50.91Told110 K. This recalibration does not change any
the conclusions.
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